Columns
DECORATION FOR FAÇADES

The Weser column is an interior or exterior decorative element
which can be used as a structural element if necessary.
If this is the case, steel reinforcing rods must be used and
the column must be filled with concrete.
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A classical note to give
elegance to your projects
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Product Name

Colour

35cm dia. columns

26cm dia. columns
size

weight

Shaft element

P/B

Ø 35 x 25cm

24kg

Ø 26 x 25cm

13kg

Round base

P/B

Ø 35/50 x 20cm

38kg

Ø 26/38 x 17cm

22kg

Capital

P/B

Ø 35/50 x 20cm

38kg

Ø 26/38 x 17cm

22kg

Square base

P/B

52 x 52 x 8,5cm

38kg

40 x 40 x 8cm

21kg

size

Columns are available with a smooth finish or with a fluted shaft.
LAYING
The Weser column is made up of interlocking elements laid on one another, and is mainly used as a decorative element.
It can also be used as a structural element, under certain circumstances (the load must be calculated), for example
to support terraces or pediments.
The Weser column must be laid on a reinforced concrete base, designed for the load it bears and for the type of
ground underneath. A mastic joint is used between elements for waterproofing. Steel reinforcing rods must be used
in the column, and it must be filled with concrete using the elements as formwork. The hollow core should be lined
with a resilient material such as polystyrene or similar. This sheet will absorb differences of dilatation between the
filling concrete and columm elements in order to avoid any risk of cracking. To keep the column clean during filling,
we recommend placing polythene sheeting over the capital.

dia.26 column
8
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Shaft

35 dia. column
dia.A = 35cm
dia.B = 50cm
dia.C = 52 x 52cm
Interior dia. of all
elements 22cm

Round base
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Square base*

(*) Identical elements
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Because they are made with natural aggregates, these products may vary slightly in colour.
We strongly recommend mixing the blocks when laying them to obtain best results.
In order to improve its products, Weser reserves the right to modify them without notice.
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26 dia. column
dia.A = 26cm
dia.B = 38cm
dia.C = 40 x 40cm
Interior dia. of all
elements 16cm

Your local distributor :

04/06

Sheet of
resilient material

25

Shaft

25

20

Capital

25

Leave a space of at
least 5 mm between
the top of column
and the beam.

8.5

Square base *

17

dia.35 column

During filling, avoid pouring the concrete from too great a height, and pour slowly, to avoid putting too much pressure
on the lower elements. Clean any excess mortar immediately using plenty of clean water.

